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FASCINATING MYSTERIES OF THE SPHINX 
FROM BUCEGI MOUNTAINS

 The Bucegi Plateau is mostly known for one of the most 
impressive natural monuments in Romania, the Sphinx. 
The name was chosen because of its shape that resembles 
the human face, the shape resulting from erosion produced 
by wind over a long period of time.

 However, scientific evidence is contradicted by some 
theories that claim that the monument is proof of a much 
more advanced civilization that would have created the 
Sphinx, or that it was built by the Dacians as a tribute to 
Zalmoxis, a deity present in their culture. Regardless which 
theory is true, the Sphinx indeed has certain peculiarities 
that differentiate it from any other rock formation of this 
type.



FASCINATING MYSTERIES OF THE 
SPHINX FROM BUCEGI MOUNTAINS



 Due to the similarity between the Sphinx of Bucegi and the Great Sphinx of 
Egypt, some historians assume that the one in Egypt was inspired by the 
monument in Romania. To support this theory, they use the information that 
the Egyptians would have gone through the Carpathians until they settled in 
the present territory, and on their way they could have seen the rock 
formations that are today on the Romanian territory. At the same time, the 
connection between Romania and Egypt seems to be far from what was initially 
imagined. There are voices that say there is a tunnel of time between the 
Sphinx in Bucegi and Egypt, but no one has been able to demonstrate that fact 
so far.

 The tunnels would have been known by a very small number of people during 
the Dacian era, when they either played a strategic role or were used to hide 
treasures. Those who took measurements say there are galleries that 
communicate through the mountains with Retezat and Rarau, from the 
Ceahlau massif. On these peaks would have been, as well as on the Omu Peak, 
sanctuaries that together formed the “Golden Triangle” of Dacia because of the 
impressively great energies that would appear in the three points.

Connections between the Bucegi 

Sphinx and the Sphinx from Egypt



Strange energies formed in the 
Bucegi Plateau
 The legends and mysteries 

around the Sphinx are a 
magnet for tourists who come 
by thousands to visit the 
monument of nature from the 
top of the Bucegi Mountains. 
Along with Babele (The Old 
Ladies), it represents a place of 
pilgrimage each year at the end 
of November, on the 28th, 
when the effect of the 
“energetic pyramid” occurs. 
Due to the sun’s rays, a so-
called pyramid is formed above 
the Sphinx, which is believed 
to emit positive energy.



The Lakes of Romania



Balea Lake
 Balea Lake (Lacul Balea) is a glacial lake in Romania’s Fagaras 

Mountains. Laying at more than 2,000 meters high, it is one of the 
most popular lakes in Romania. Most visitors are drawn to the lake for 
the landscape and superb views on the drive there; the water is typically 
too cold for swimming. Two chalets are open near the lake all year 
round, but it is most easily accessed in the summer months. In the 
winter, visitors must ride the cable car from the chalet near the Balea 
waterfall to get there. In 2006, the first ice hotel in eastern Europe was 
built nearby using blocks of ice pulled from the frozen lake. Practical 
Info Balea Lake is a four-hour drive from Bucharest or Brasov. The 
nearest airport is at Sibiu, about 77 kilometers away and a better 
jumping off point. The lake can be accessed from the Transfaragan 
Road starting from Arefu village in the summer months, but the road is 
closed from November to early May. In  winter, it is possible to drive 
from Cartisoara to the Balea waterfall and take the cable car to the lake. 
The ice hotel may also offer transport in winter. 



Bucura Lake, The Largest Glacial 
Lake In Romania



Bucura Lake, The Largest Glacial 
Lake In Romania
 Bucura Lake is the largest glacial lake in Romania, situated at an altitude of 2,040 meters 

under Peleaga Peak and Saua Bucuriei (Joy’s Saddle) in Retezat Mountains, part of the 
Retezat National Park. The surface of the lake is 8.90 hectares, 550 meters long with an 
average width of 160 meters.

 The lake is one of the main sights in Retezat Park and hiking to Bucura is as spectacular 
as the destination. Bucura Lake is one of the favorite destinations for hiking enthusiasts, 
thus starting six of the most important routes in Retezat Mountains. Its maximum depth 
is 15,5meters, near the inflow of Pelegii Spring in the lake being fueled by five main 
springs.

 The road leading to the lake starts from DN68 national road that connects Caransebes to 
Hateg on a paved road on Clopotiva – Grebla – Gura Zlata – Gura Apei track, about 35 
kilometers long. The route then continues through a forest road that stretches for 
another 14 kilometers. There is the possibility of camping close to the lake, during the 
summer season, although the temperatures here are very low in the summer, too. You can 
also find accommodation in cabins, but the closest you can reach is at 3 hours on foot.



Lacurile României



Flora of Romania



Flora of Romania


The vegetation is distributed in layers, in accordance with the characteristics 
of the soil and climate, but also depending on the altitude, as 
follows: oak, sedge , lime , ash (in steppe areas and low hills); beech , sessile
oak (between 500 and 1200 meters); spruce , fir , pine (between 1200 and 
1800 meters); juniper , and dwarf trees (between 1800 and 2000 
meters); alpine meadows made of small grasses (over 2000 meters). Off the 

great valleys, thanks to the persistent moisture , a

specific meadow vegetation appears , with reeds , rushes , sedges and often 
with clusters of willows , poplars and alders .Swamp vegetation 

predominates in the Danube Delta .


The percentage of afforestation of the current geographical area of Romania 
has gradually decreased from about 80% in antiquity, to 55-60% at the 
beginning of the XIX century, to 27% today, producing at the same time, a 
considerable deterioration of the environment. , including a worrying 

extinction of biodiversity.



Flora României

 Flora României cuprinde 
totalitatea plantelor identificate 
și clasificate pe teritoriul acestei 
țări.

 Pe teritoriul României au fost 
identificate 3700 de specii de 
plante din care până în prezent 
23 au fost declarate monumente 
ale naturii, 74 dispărute, 39 
periclitate, 171 vulnerabile și 1253 
sunt considerate rare.Cele trei 
mari zone de vegetație în 
România sunt zona alpină, zona 
de pădure și zona de stepă.

 Vegetația este distribuită etajat, 
în concordanță cu



Fauna of Romania



Fauna of Romania

 Romania 's fauna is one of the richest and most varied 
in Europe , containing rare or even unique species on the 
continent. In Romania live 732 species and subspecies 
of vertebrates and numerous (several thousand) species 
of invertebrates. Vertebrates are represented in the 
Romanian fauna by: cyclostomes (4 species), fish (184 
species and subspecies), amphibians (20 species and 
subspecies), reptiles (31 species and subspecies), birds (382 
species and subspecies) and mammals (110 species and 
subspecies). Among mammals, one is in imminent danger 
of extinction (sea cow ), one endangered (mink ), 13 
vulnerable and 4 threatened.

 The country's fauna is divided into three floors, according 
to the vegetation areas.



Fauna României



By teacher Rada Vasile
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